Severe paroxysmal hypertension. An automatic syndrome and its relationship to repressed emotions.
In most patients with severe and symptomatic paroxysmal hypertension, a pheochromocytoma or other medical cause is rarely identified. This article presents the psychosocial assessment of 10 such patients, in whom the absence of any emotional distress preceding paroxysms had discouraged consideration of any psychological basis. However, a causative role of repressed unreported emotions was strongly suggested by 1) a history of unusually severe emotional trauma in 8 of 10 patients, 2) the absence of feelings related to the trauma, and 3) the prompt and sustained response of 3 patients to psychotherapeutic or psychopharmacologic intervention. These observations suggest that some cases of unexplained paroxysmal hypertension have a psychosomatic etiology and result from repressed rather than perceived and reported emotions. Treatment options are explored.